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Abstract--The mosaic patterns for the 46 two-color two-dimensional patterns, first published by H. J. 
Woods in 1936 are reproduced. The mosaics themselves are preceded by some comments on the historical 
context of Woods' contribution to the study of two-color patterned ornament. The new group/subgroup 
notation of H. S. M. Coxeter for these patterns is also described. 
In 1856 Owen Jones' The Grammar of Ornament[ 1] was first published. Although not the only 
book of its kind, it has been the reference par excellence for mathematicians interested in the 
cultural aspects of patterned ornament. It is organized entirely on cultural and historical prin- 
ciples, not at all on stylistic or mathematical principles. 
The first edition of A. H. Christie's Pattern Design[2] (then called Traditional Methods 
of Pattern Designing) was published in 1910. This work can be thought of in retrospect as 
representing the next step in the mathematization of the study of patterned ornament. Christie's 
organizing principle is "formal". That is, patterns are grouped together not according to the 
time periods or cultures in which they are found, but according to the "forms" appearing in 
them, and the relations among these forms. Implicit in this organization are certain geometrical 
principles (by no means explicitly stated) of shape and isometry. 
The final step in the mathematization of the study of patterned ornament, at least as presented 
to the non-mathematical public, is represented by Peter Stevens' 1981 publication, Handbook 
of Regular Panerns[3]. Here the material is presented entirely on geometric principles, so that 
all the patterns in the book are listed according to the isometries they admit. That is, they are 
classified first as finite, one-dimensional, or two-dimensional. Then within these three subdi- 
visions they are classified according to the scheme developed by crystallographers for their 
geometrical study of repeated patterns in space. 
How did these two disciplines, the cultural-historical and the mathematical, happen to meet 
and interact in this particular specialty: the study of patterned ornament? Many of us have 
answered that the interaction was especially fostered by Andreas Speiser's early group theory 
textbook, Theorie der Gruppen yon endlicher Ordnung[4]. For, in all editions beginning with 
the second in 1927, Speiser included a large section dealing with the symmetries of ornament, 
in which he introduced us to the plane crystallographic groups using the notation of his colleague, 
Niggli. This, combined with the thesis of his student Edith Mtiller on symmetries of ornaments 
in the Alhambra, as well as Speiser's other cultural writings, persuaded many of us that designers 
of ornament from ancient times had t least a subconscious understanding of basic ideas of 
group theory. Speiser was, in the eyes of many, the first to make this connection. 
However, a few years later, there was a worker in the field of textile ornament who 
recognized that mathematics ould be directly applied, not just to the study of ornamental items, 
but to their design and creation. This worker was H. J. Woods, the proper subject of this note. 
Henry John Woods was born in 1904 and died just recently, on April 22, 1984. Although 
born in Brooklyn, New York, he was raised and educated in England, with a degree in math- 
ematics from Oxford. He spent most of his working life in the Department of Textile Industries 
of the University of Leeds, and much of his work, including the patterns reproduced here, 
appeared in publications of the Textile Institute. In 1935-36 he published a four part paper 
with the general title, "The Geometrical Basis of Pattern Design"J5], in parts 1 and IV of 
which he describes, apparently for the first time in an explicit way, the classification of what 
he (along with Christie and others) calls "counterchange" patterns, that is, two-color patterns. 
It is in these 1935-36 papers that Woods anticipated work that would not be done by 
crystallographers or mathematicians for another twenty years. Although crystallographers, a 
few years earlier, had recognized the groups of the 46 two-color patterns in the form of groups 
of the "two-sided plane", none had drawn them in a way which actually tiled the plane. The 
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illustrations Woods gave are not just two color patterns in the plane, but are mosaics in the 
sense of N. V. Belov and E. N. Belova (in a 1957 paper, partially reprinted as "Mosaics 
for the Dichromatic Plane Groups" in [6]). That is, they cover the plane entirely, as tiles of 
two colors, without interstices. 
Unfortunately, in contrast o the work of Speiser, Woods' work did not come to the attention 
of mathematicians until nearly forty years later. In particular, it was presumably completely 
unknown to the active Russian school of crystallographers, for Belov and Belova make no 
mention of Woods' work of twenty years earlier. Apparently it was Branko Griinbaum who 
first noticed the relevance of Woods' work to current research on colored patterns, and brought 
it to our attention. However, the actual patterns have not been reproduced yet, and we have 
taken this opportunity to do so. 
Woods' original articles are well worth reading. His notation is a very reasonable one, and 
a modification of it was used by the archeologist Dorothy Washburn in her study of the Upper 
Gila[7]. However, it is not the one generally used at present, for example, by N. V. Belov and 
T. N. Tarkhova ("Dichromatic Plane Groups", in [6]), who call it the "rational symbol". 
Table 1. The notation of H. J. Woods for the 46 two-color two-dimensional p tterns, compared with the "rational 
symbol" of Belov and Tarkhova in [6] and the group/subgroup notation of Coxeter. 
Woods' Woods' "Rational Group/ Woods' Woods' "Rational Group/ 
No. Notat{on Symbol" Subgroup No. Notation Symbol" Subgroup 
1. bll p~l pl/pl 24. n121 p~g cm/~ 
2. 2'11 p2' pR/pl 25. CI12' cm' cm/pl 
3. 2/bll p~2 p2/p2 26. n2121 p~gg cmm/pgg 
4. 12'1 pm' p~/pl 27. n22 p~mm cmm/pmm 
5. a12 p~Im pm/pm(m') 28. n221 p~mg cmm/pmg 
6. b121 pig pm/pg 29. c2'22' cmm' cmm/cm 
7, b12 p~m pm/pm(m) 30. c22'2' cm'm'  cmm/p2 
8. cal2 c'm p~/cm 31. 4'11 p4' p4/p2 
9. 112~ ~, ~/pl 32. 4/nli p~4 ~/p4 
i0. b211 p~ig pg/pg 33° 4'2'2 p4'm'm p4m/cmm 
ii. 2'2'2 p~m' pmm/pm 34. 4'22' p4,--- ,  p4m/pmm 
12. 22'2' pm'm' pan,m/p2 35. 42'2' p4m'm' p4m/p4 
13. a212 p~gm pm~m/pmg 36. 4/n22 p~4mm p4m/p4m 
14. a22 ~mm pmm/p~m 37. 4/n212 p~4gm p4m/p4g 
15. ca22 c'mm pmm/~mm 38. 4'212' p4'qm s p4g/pgg 
16. 2,2~2 ~g, ~/pm 39. 4,2~2 p4'g'm p4g/~ 
17. 2'212' pm'g Immg/pg 40. 42~2' p4g'm' p4g/p4 
18. 22'2~ pm'g' pmg/p2 41. 32'1 p31m' p31m/p3 
19. a2121 p~gg pmg/pgg 42. 312' p3m' p3ml/p3 
20° b212 ~mg pmg/pmg 43° 6' p6' p6/p3 
21. 2'2~21 pgg' pgg/pg 44. 6'2'2 p6'mm' p6m/p3ml 
22. 22~2~ ~x~'g' pgg/p2 45. 6'22' p6'm'm p6m/p31m 
23. n12 p~m cm/pm 46. 62'2' p6m'm' p6m/p6 
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1,  ~11 2. 2~11 3 .  2,/'011 4 .  12~1 5.  112 
11.  2 '212  12.  22t2  e 13 .  a212 14 .  122 15.  ¢a22 
16. 2 ,~ 1,.  2,212, xa. ~,,21 x~. ,~.2x =0. ~.2  
21. 2 ,2~ 22. 2212~ , , .  ,a2 2~. ,a~. 28. ,~1~, 
=6. ~21 =~. n2~ 28. "~1 - - .  c~,22, ~o. c~2,2, 
Fig. 1. (© The Textile Institute, used by permission.) 
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35. 42 '2 '  56. 4/r~.~ 




44. 6 '2 '2  
45. 6~28, 
46,, 
Fig. 1. (Continued). 
62t1, 
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From the mathematical point of view, a much more attractive notation than either of these 
has recently been suggested by H. S. M. Coxeter[8]. He observes that each two-color pattern 
has associated with it three groups. G is the symmetry group of the underlying one-color pattern, 
G~ is the normal subgroup of G which preserves colors, and the quotient group G/GI is the 
group (always of order two in the two-color case) which permutes the colors. All but two of 
the 46 two-color patterns are completely determined by the specification of G and Gl. Hence 
the notation G/G~ is appropriate for these 44 patterns. For both of the remaining two patterns, 
#5 and #7 on Woods' list, G = GI = pm, so a further distinction is needed for these two. 
It is natural to write #7 as pro~pro(m) to indicate that all reflections (m for mirror) preserve 
color, i.e. are in the subgroup G~; and to write #5 as pm/pm(m ') to indicate that some reflections 
reverse colors, and hence are not in G~. 
To correlate these notations, the reproduction of Woods' patterns in Fig. 1 is accompanied 
by Table 1 which gives the number (1-46) of Woods' drawing, his notation, the "rational 
symbol" from Belov and Tarkhova, and Coxeter's new "group/subgroup" symbol. Inspection 
of this group/subgroup notation, arranged here in Woods' order, unexpectedly reveals how 
aware Woods was of the significance of these color-preserving subgroups, even though it is not 
so obvious in his own notation. May the republication ofthese patterns serve as a small monument 
to Woods' memory. 
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